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IKI news – Climate and biodiversity financing in practice

The International Climate Initiative (IKI) of the Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature
Conservation, Building and Nuclear Safety (BMUB) has been financing climate and

COP23

biodiversity projects in developing, newly industrialising countries and in the transition

News from the projects

countries since 2008. The IKI supports efforts towards a comprehensive global climate

Events

agreement, forms part of the German climate financing, and fosters synergies between

Publications

climate protection and biodiversity conservation. Read more about how this innovative form

IKI project map

of climate and biodiversity financing works and which projects the initiative funds.

New IKI Films

COP23
IKI at the COP23
From 6 November onwards, delegates from 197 countries will be travelling to Bonn to
the 23rd UN Climate Change Conference under the Presidency of the Republic of Fiji to

COP23
Bonn, Germany
6-17 November 2017

negotiate the implementation of the Paris Agreement on Climate Change. Germany is
supporting the island state as a technical host.
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Several projects funded by the IKI will be part of the conference’s programme. At different
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COP23 locations, both current and new projects alike will present themselves and

event in the IKI newsletter?

showcase their best practice stories. We prepared a calendar with IKI relevant side
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events at COP23 on our website. During the conference, we will also inform you via the
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IKI Twitter account @iki_bmub about latest news.

buero-klima.de

On the occasion of the COP23, the website of the IKI shines in new splendor. Our revised
publication section and project map allow for an easier and more intelligible browsing.
Additionally we are excited to announce that IKI has recently released five new films. In
an animated film, the IKI is explained briefly and intelligibly. The other four films each
adress one of the funding areas. We invite you to browse through our publication
section, the new project map or to watch short videos in our media library.
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Take a look at the revised
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publication section on our
website
IKI publications

Promoting sustainable Green Cooling
worldwide
Participants from 17 countries met at the
Green Cooling Week 2017 in Berlin to
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exchange current trends on environmentally
friendly cooling technologies.
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Urban development brings together mayors
from China and Germany
Sino-German Mayors' Programme is an official
part of the Sino-German Urbanisation
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Partnership
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Largest meeting worldwide on EbA
mainstreaming
In August, about 80 practitioners from 22
countries gathered in Bangkok for the
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second international Community of Practice
(CoP) workshop on Ecosystem-based
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Adaptation (EbA).
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THE INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
INITIATIVE (IKI) IN A NUTSHELL
to the film

Award for IKI project in Brazil
MITIGATING GREENHOUSE GAS
The Mata Atlântica project has been selected as one of ten successful examples of

EMISSIONS

ecosystem-based adaptation to climate change
to the film
more

Transport and Climate Change Week 2017
22 nations engaged in the first conference
ever to focus on the link between transport and
climate change

ADAPTING TO THE IMPACTS OF
CLIMATE CHANGE

more
to the film

Interview: To know the colour of water

Artist Catherine Sarah Young worked with
children and young people in Southeast
Asia on climate change and adaptation
CONSERVING NATURAL CARBON
SINKS | REDD+
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Bringing nature back into cities
INTERACT-Bio is an International Climate
Initiative (IKI) project that fosters biodiversity
within nine fast-growing city regions in Brazil,
India and Tanzania.
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CONSERVING BIOLOGICAL
DIVERSITY
to the film

Azerbaijan and Germany: Working
together for renewable energies and
energy efficiency
A delegation from Azerbaijan visited Berlin
as part of a study tour on renewable
energies and energy efficiency.
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Tunisia: First photovoltaic power plant under
construction
The new power plant will generate 10
megawatts of clean electricity from 2018,
thereby contributing to Tunisia’s transition to
clean energy.
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